Frazzle

Definition of frazzle. 1: the state of being frazzled. 2: a condition of fatigue or nervous
exhaustion. worn to a frazzle. 61 synonyms of frazzle from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus,
plus related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for frazzle.
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frazzle noun [ S ] (TIRED STATE) informal a state of being very tired in a nervous or slightly
anxious (= worried and nervous) way after a lot of mental or physical effort: She's worn
herself to a frazzle (= made herself very tired and nervous) trying to meet the deadline.
Anxiety and worry - general words.
These are the power trio responsible for Lazy Sunday, also known as the Chronic -what-cles of
Narnia. Frazzles is old-school animation from the days before. Definition of frazzle completely exhausted, cause to shrivel up with burning.
(informal) A burnt fragment; a cinder or crisp. The bacon was burned to a frazzle. (informal)
The condition or quality of being frazzled; a frayed end. quotations ?. Frazzle is a growling
monster on Sesame Street. His deceptively fierce visage hides a child-like personality and a
desperate need to be included. Although he. Frazzle is a funny-looking word, but it means
something not-so-funny: being exhausted, physically or mentally. Parents are frazzled by their
children crying and. Frazzle definition: to make or become exhausted or weary ; tire out
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. 6 Aug - 2 min - Uploaded by Sesame
Street For more videos and games check out our new website at http://www. cvindoraya.com
In this. 20 Jan - 6 min - Uploaded by Greater Good Science Center The bestselling author of
"Focus" describes the relationship between performance and stress. If you wear yourself to a
frazzle, or if you are worn to a frazzle, you feel mentally and physically exhausted because
you have been working too hard or because. Definition of frazzle in the Idioms Dictionary.
frazzle phrase. What does frazzle expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom
Dictionary.
Define frazzle (noun) and get synonyms. What is frazzle (noun)? frazzle (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
Synonyms for frazzle at cvindoraya.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Find descriptive alternatives for frazzle. Players alternate being "the judge" (complete with
gavel, which really is a plastic hammer). When the judge, the player chooses a category (many
suggestions. Frazzles are a bacon-flavour corn-based snack sold in the United Kingdom, once
manufactured by Smiths, now by Walkers. The packet has kept to the same. Definition of
frazzle noun in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture,
example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms and.
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